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Your drugs are safe . . . aren’t they?
How sure are you that the tablets enclosed have been
delivered safely and remain safe to consume?
Don’t worry... they are harmless sweets and quite edible - enjoy them,
but... are you confident that the drugs you dispense are equally safe?

Drug safety in your hospital

The temperature of your patients may be taken on a regular basis but how often and
accurately recorded is the temperature of the medicines prescribed to them?
� Is there adequate control and monitoring of temperatures in the cold chain from 

Pharmacy to patient?

� Are medicines dispensed to wards stored in accordance with statutory regulations?

� Do your responsibilities include the safe storage of medicines in the Pharmacy and 
throughout the wider hospital?

Complete temperature compliance solution

A cost effective, easy to use solution for monitoring temperatures anywhere in the hospital cold
chain is the Tinytag Medical temperature monitor. Simply by being placed alongside your
medicines the Tinytag Medical automatically records and stores a complete temperature history.

Incorporated is a useful instant visual
indicator that is activated if user defined
high/low thresholds are exceeded. 

The stored six month temperature
history is easily transferred to
your PC and printed as a graph 
or table, providing you with a
permanent recoverable record.

Like many pharmaceutical products
the Tinytag Medical is housed in a
film canister style container thus
allowing the effect of changing
temperatures on sensitive drugs 
to be accurately mimicked 
and modelled.

Like to know more?

If you would like to know more about the
Tinytag Medical solution (or just enjoyed the 
sweets and want to say thanks), contact me:

Drug
Safety

Dear Mr Loveday
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